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Abstract: The article covers local self-government model based on system dynamics approach. The fundament
for this model creation is the results of cognitive model analysis in the form of signed digraph described by the
author previously. The characteristics of social systems and their difference from many physical and technical
systems lie in existence of hidden control parameter, so the problems and the goals are difficult to formalize. The
concept of system dynamics is a great opportunity for social studies; it is an approach based on graph method
of social process structuring which is widely used nowadays. Results of simulation and analysis of experiments
give an opportunity for local administration to sum up the situation adequately, check the conditions of the
system at different parameters and develop effective managerial solutions (for example, to form positive image
of local authority).
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INTRODUCTION hypothesis concerning processes in local self-

Published results of researches in municipal sphere self-government effectiveness depends on the level of
let us conclude that the main difficulties in local self- self-definition of residents, credibility to power structures
government establishment are distrust to civil values, law and qualification of municipal officials. Such an social
nihilism, absence of social cohesion and loyalty within phenomena analysis as a signed digraph helps to examine
society and closed nature of power structures for the problem schematically and vividly, simplify a situation
population. All of the factors bring the goals of the study describing only significant parameters and their
to human sphere [1]. interaction. The further information analysis gives a

The human sphere comprises different approaches chance to apply system dynamics method, make a stream
and methods of examining the problem of establishment diagram, simulate and analyze the basic processes and
and effectiveness of local administration. The most parameters.
popular one is a method of modeling. System dynamics models became wide-spread for

Modeling of social processes on the level of local objectives of compound system study in economy and in
self-government and municipal administration is a the field of production; in the sphere of social and
relatively new sphere (taking into account processes of ecological problems.
local self-government system formation). Published works The group of models is based on the system
and articles cover various aspects of municipal unit dynamics concept focused on simulation of systems and
development [2-5]. processes on high aggregation level and description of

Methods: The article [5] represents the analysis of local information, energy, production, resources, etc. 
self-government effectiveness in modern conditions on From the point of sociologist’s view, social system is
the base of signed digraph as a model as exemplified in something that cannot be described in a few words.
Zabaykalsky Krai. Sign model helps to specify a Sociology  is  an absolutely human science without formal

government system: first of all, in modern conditions local

functions of a system as a combination of flows of
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description  of social systems. Formalization is Municipal units are compound social systems, i.e.
understood as a symbolic description with great quantity
of special symbols and signs. The characteristics of social
systems and their difference from many physical and
technical systems lie in existence of hidden control
parameter, so the problems and the goals are difficult to
formalize [6].

The concept of system dynamics is a great
opportunity for social researches; it is an approach based
on graph method of social process structuring which is
widely used nowadays. Stream diagram concept in
simulation was suggested and developed by G. Forrester
[7].

Stream diagrams offer significant part of the same
data as simultaneous equations of x=f(x,y,t); y=H(x,u)
model, but in a different, more visual form. It can be
possible due to combination of explicit and implicit stream
diagrams with graphical description of variables
dependence of modeled systems condition and elaborated
graphical symbols in a single construction.

Nowadays there is a great number of modeling
systems such as Vensim, iThink, Stella, Powersim,
AnyLogic, etc., which can maintain standard schemes of
system dynamics and which can offer effective tool of
program technical support, procedures and methods of
system dynamics. Using these products we can make
stream diagrams on the ideographic level. Parameterization
of a model is created in the process of dialog interaction
of a model writer and a modeling system in sub-menu
mode with input medium of digital, tabular and graphical
data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

During the process of interaction modeling on
municipal units level we have applied one of the
approaches of system dynamics based on choice and
argumentation of pace-generating function. We chose a
way of generating pace-function definition in the form of
product of normal pace and correcting multipliers
identifying its dependence on variables of model
condition. Each multiplier is represented by non-linear
function that reflects real combination of data concerning
the character of the examined casual connection or gives
an expert analysis of the connection. Utilization of the
method provides visualization and simplicity of
informative function interpretation; it is a convenient tool
for an expert analysis of information concerning the
aspects of casual connections in processes of modeled
systems which are difficult to formalize.

specific social and territorial communities. Their
characteristic is assurance of a municipal unit
administration through a local self-government system
that is represented by complex social phenomenon.

Life  necessities  of  a local community and a
municipal  unit  require  not  only   technical   elaboration
of local self-government legal basis, but the real effect of
adopted legal norms in managerial practice and social
policy  implemented  in  municipal  unit;  they  also require
the level of the managerial practice orientation on
utilization of  human  resources  of  the  municipal  unit
and  the  level  on  which the  practice  rests  on business
and  civil  initiative  of residents. Self-government is a
right,  but  not  a  duty  of  citizens,  a  social  value  of a
civil  society  and  a  resource  of civil  development, but
not a lower stage of city administration. Self-government
rests on initiative and voluntary participation of citizens
which can be supported through creation of conditions of
its reproduction and development, but cannot be forced
[1].

Self-government is based on informed consent of
citizens concerning local policy implemented by
authorities (including balance of rights for self-
government).

Sociological analysis of civil and democratic
institutes of different countries demonstrates that
essential condition of their effectiveness is a high level of
social cohesion, high level of credibility of population to
power structures, commitment of a municipal unit to
social, cultural, educational and human resources.

For analysis of local self-government system and,
more precisely, subsystem of informational interaction
between power structures and population, we created a
model on the base of the classical Bass diffusion model
which demonstrates processes of diffusion of
innovations, products and illnesses.

The stream was regarded as the outspread of
informational product such as “credibility of population
to power structures”. As it was mentioned in the classical
theory, imitators are potential adopters of local authority
and those people who endorse policy of local power
structures. During the process of stream diagram creation
the author revealed new auxiliary variables which convert
number values of one type into another type (changeable
and constant ones): population of a municipal unit,
quantity of contacts, power of persuasion, effectiveness
of PR services of local administration, etc. Fig.1 describes
the model created through AnyLojic program.
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Fig. 1: System Dynamics Model of Attraction of Local Authority “Adherers”

Fig. 2: Transition of Potential Adopters of Local Authority to the Number of Adherers of Local Policy

Effective implementation of local policy and through information streams forming within a settlement-
successful solution of “local problems” by municipal unit “from lip to lip” information-or just rumors and discussion
administration requires support of local residents, social of actions undertaken by municipal unit administration or
consent concerning the most important questions and individuals and rumors about behavior of the individuals.
sufficient level of credibility. The researches that are Residents’ attitude to local authority is formed on the
conducted in our country define low level of credibility of base of such information and it can be either positive or
population to power structures as a whole and to local negative attitude. Local population defines the attitude as
authority in particular [7]. a result of effect of those persons who communicate with

So, one of the most important goals of local authority them (respectable, educated, retired persons) and
is to achieve credibility and provide its decisions with frequency of such contacts, when residents can talk
support. In contrast to business firm, it was decided not about affairs of their settlement, city or district.
to begin the process with advertising, although PR On the first stage the analysis of attraction of
function, creation of positive information and local “adherers” demonstrates dependence of speed of
administration image are important condition of effective decision-making concerning adoption of local authority
performance of municipal power structures. Firstly, the actions (Adoption Rate) on the size of municipal unit
author modeled the process of attraction of adopters (Total  Population). The larger the population is,  the more
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time it takes to attract “adherers”. Frequency of contacts CONCLUSION
(Contact Rate) is in inverse ratio to population and size of
municipal unit territory. Power of persuasion that is an Opportunities of social processes simulation are not
effect of those people who have already supported local limited by system dynamics approach.
authority also has different evaluation. It is differentiated Further study of such process as support assurance
in municipal units according to the level of socio- for local authority, increase in credibility level, growth of
economic development (positive connection), level of social activity of residents and extension of self-definition
education (positive connection), sex-age structure process requires implementation of the different
(positive connection with percent of retired people), etc. approach-agent-based model. Theoretical foundation is

Having stated the time of the model (to our opinion, given by social theory explaining social behavior on the
2 years are necessary time for achieving of credibility) as microlevel when each individual has special
a result of the experiment we came to conclusion that characteristics and behavior-behavior sociology (John
increase in quantity of “adherers” takes place during the Baldwin and Janice Baldwin). “An actor is a resource of
first-year period and after that we have increase in behavior which is not casual. Environment, social or
Adoption Rate due to growth of support percentage and physical where the behavior takes place, is affected by it
growth of the effect on potential adopters (Fig. 2). and, in its turn, has a reaction on this behavior.

The experiments proof that low level of power of Environmental reaction (positive, negative or neutral)
persuasion (Adoption Fraction)-lower than 0,010- influences the further behavior of the actor” [9].
obstructs formation of necessary group of adopters in Agent-based approach is an analytical concept that
five-years period. Frequency of contacts also has includes such fundamental terms as agent and agent’s
influence on formation of united local community. behavior that depends on environment of agent’s
Moreover, conversations on benches, in shops and on location. Agent-based approach to simulation modeling
public meetings have their share in formation of attitude has been tested successfully in different areas of
to local authority. knowledge-for example, in sociology, economics and

Additional parameter, decision-making under ecology.
purposeful informational influence (PR policy of municipal We can define creation of agent-based model,
unit administration and various mass media), also has an experimentation, validation, proposal development
effect on formation of residents’ opinion. It gives an concerning practical implementation of the model in
opportunity to change both time of attainment of adopters managerial procedure as the next step of study of social
and power of persuasion. processes in municipal units.
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